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1. Introduction. In this paper we give a partial classification of 
four-dimensional metric spaces admitting geodesic Ricci curves. The 
results of I* will be assumed known, along with the notations of that 
paper. 

We assume a given set of independent vectors f Xjj such that 
£̂  = 0 (i not summed), so as to obtain geodesic curves, and impose 
conditions (24), (25), (26) of I on the 0a. From I, (25) we see that if 
M&& = 0 for any k, then by I, (24), we have (since |X*|| 9*0) d/z&/dxa = 0, 
or jdk = const. If, however, for any given k, fikk^O, then from I, 
(25), c£ = 0, for all i and ƒ This gives us a means of classifying the 
spaces according to the number of fXkk which equal zero. For w = 4 
there are five cases, which, without loss of generality, we may take in 
the form : 

(A) fin 5*0; (B) MII = 0 ; M22, M33, M44 9* 0 ; 

(C) /xii = M22 = 0 ; M33, M44 5e 0 ; ( D ) MH = M22 = M33 = 0 ; i*u ^ 0 ; 

(E) /*« = 0. 

In the following discussion we consider cases (A), (B), and certain 
special cases under (C). For these special cases we shall merely state 
the results. 

2. Cases (A) and (B). For case (A) we see from I, (25) that 4 = 0> 
which implies that F4 is a flat space. 

We consider now case (B). Here ix\ and hence 0i is constant. From 
I, (25) we have 

2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 
^ 1 ^ C%j Ci j Cij U . 

If in I, (26) we make the substitution 

j _ 0j0& i 
\Z) Cjk Cjk) 

we obtain I, (23) in the barred quantities. We call this resulting equa
tion I, (230-

* Metric spaces with geodesic Ricci curves, I, this Bulletin, vol. 44 (1938), pp. 145— 
152. We refer to this paper as I, and the notation I, (23), for example, refers to its 
equation (23). 

t All indices take the values 1, 2, 3, 4 unless otherwise noted. 
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